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Fred and Helen Martini longed for a baby, and they ended up with dozens of lion and tiger

cubs! Snuggle up to this purr-fect read aloud about the Bronx Zoo's first female zoo-

keeper.When Bronx Zoo-keeper Fred brought home a lion cub, Helen Martini instantly

embraced it. The cub's mother lost the instinct to care for him. "Just do for him what you would

do with a human baby," Fred suggested...and she did. Helen named him MacArthur, and fed

him milk from a bottle and cooed him to sleep in a crib.Soon enough, MacArthur was not the

only cub bathed in the tub! The couple continues to raise lion and tiger cubs as their own, until

they are old enough to return them to zoos. Helen becomes the first female zookeeper at the

Bronx zoo, the keeper of the nursery.This is a terrific non-fiction book to read aloud while

snuggling up with your cubs! Filled with adorable baby cats, this is a story about love,

dedication, and a new kind of family.Gorgeously patterned illustrations by Julie Downing detail

the in-home nursery and a warm pallet creates a cozy pairing with Candace Fleming's lovely

language.Backmatter includes a short biography of Helen Martini and a selected bibliography.A

Junior Library Guild SelectionA Bank Street Best Children's Book of the YearNamed to the

Texas Topaz Reading List
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Laura Harrison, “Entertaining, Fun and Absolutely Gorgeous. Glorious! One of the most fun,

beautiful and interesting picture book biographies I have ever read. This book is about Helen

Martini who longed to become a mother. She ended up mothering hundreds of animal babies;

ocelots, orangutans, tigers and more. Helen built a nursery for herself and her charges in an

empty storeroom at The Bronx Zoo. She created the position of animal nursery keeper. Helen

Mancini was so successful at caring for the baby animals, that the Zoo officials offered her an

actual position as zookeeper. Women never held the position before Helen because it was not

allowed. The writing is beautiful. Easy to understand and lively. The illustrations are amazing

thanks to the abundant talent of Julie Downing. Children will want to read Cubs in a Tub or be

read to, over and over. One of the best picture books of 2020. Most definitely Caldecott 2021

worthy.”

Fischer Family, “History Made Fun and Fuzzy. Helen Martini hoped and waited for the day she

would become a mother. And hoped and waited, but it never came. Instead a tiny lion cub
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comes home with her zookeeper husband because his mother rejected him. Helen tends to

him until he’s a rambunctious big cub and he has to go. Then come the baby tigers, but when

they get too big for the house she knows they still need her and finds her own way to keep

caring for them.For fans of animals or history this is one you won’t want to miss.”

Cheryl Johnson, “A pioneering woman and animals ~ perfect combo!. I'm a sucker for true

stories, especially those involving women making their mark in the world or interesting animal

stories and this is the best because it does both! Loving illustrations to boot!”

Gail R, “Persistence pays off.. Charming, amusing, and ultimately inspiring story of a woman

who earned a job of caring for animals.”

The book by Candace Fleming has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 26 people have provided feedback.
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